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Arthur Lindsay Sadler

After the passingof Murdoch, Japaneseteaching in Australiaappears to
haveassumedtwo separatedirections,at least until the end of World War
Two. The study of Japan and its language as an academic pursuit was
carried on at the Universityof Sydney,whereasthe languagetraining for
predominantly military purposes was continued by the initiativesof the
DefenceDepartment.
Firstly,we look at the developmentwhich took place at the Universityof
Sydney.In 1922, the Report of the Senate of the University of Sydney
announced a new appointment.
Tosucceedthe lateProfessor
Murdoch,the SenateappointedMr.
A. L. Sadler, M.A., to the Chair of Oriental Studies,
(Universityof Sydney1922)
It was again at the instigationof the DefenceDepartment to continue the
Chair in Oriental Studies,which had been left vacant by the passing of
Murdoch. The British High Commissionerin Tokyo and the Viceroy of
India were called upon to recommend a suitable person for this
appointment; the formerrecommendedA. L. Sadler.
Despite the DefenceDepartment'sinvolvementin the appointment,Sadler
did not seem to have performedservicesfor the Department and for the
Government to the same extent as to those carried out by Murdoch. A
part of Sadler'ssalarycontinued to be paid by the Department, and Sadler
did render his servicesfrom time to time at the Department'srequests.His
services, however, appear to have been limited to the teaching of the
Defencepersonnel.
There is little evidence that he was ever involved in advising political
leaderson the affairsof Japan. In fact in 1928 the Defence Department
attempted to terminate the arrangement with the University of Sydney,
which required the Department to partially fund the Chair of Oriental
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Studies, but was unable to do so, due to the contractual obligation which
continued until the retirement of the incumbent professor at the end of
1947 (Brewster 1996:13).
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Arthur Linsday Sadler was born in London on 19th November 1882. He
had a brilliant career at school and university, graduating from St. John's
College, Oxford, with a B.A. in 1908 and an M.A. in 1911. He studied
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew at the University and received a second class
honours in Oriental languages. Upon his graduation he was said to have
wavered between a career in the British Museum and his wish to visit the
Far East. He ultimately chose the latter and resided in Japan for over ten
years from 1909 to 1921.
In Japan, he first taught English and Latin at the Sixth Higher School (Dai
Roku Koro Gakko) in Okayama between 1909 to 1918. He then took up
an appointment with the Peer's College (Gakushu-in) in Tokyo and
lectured in English from 1918 to 1921, until the time he was appointed to
the Chair at the University of Sydney. In 1916, he married Eva Botan
Seymour, whose father was an English missionary and whose mother was a
Japanese. While in Japan he pursued his interest in a wide spectrum of
Japanese culture and studied, in addition to the language, Kendo and Chano-Yu (the tea ceremony).
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During Salder's period of office, the course expanded considerably, both in
Oriental History and in the teaching of Japanese. By 1930 Sadler had
introduced an alternative course of lectures in Oriental History, wherein a
student could take either Japanese history or an introduction to the history
of Asia in general. The course in Japanese history had special reference to
the period of European contact and the foundation of the Tokugawa
Shogunate, whereas the courses in Asia included the cultures of China and
India in addition to Japanese culture.
The Japanese curriculum had expanded by the 1930s to a three year
program. Level One course introduced exercises in reading and writing in
Kanji (Chinese characters) and Kana. Level Two course had a similar
content but at a higher level with more advanced reading and
composition. At Level Three, lectures were given in literary styles, poems
and classical texts, with exercises in translation and readings from Japanese
classics,modern novels and press extracts (Turney, et.al. 1991).
A vivid portrayal of Sadler as a teacher, a scholar and a man is left by one
of his students, Joyce Ackroyd, who herself later became a prominent
Japan scholar and educator in Australia. Her well-known paper on Sadler
starts with the following description:

ProfessorSadler was already a legend when I first entered
SydneyUniversityin 1936 A largestockyman, he worean
unfashionable Broad-brimmed hat with a turned-up rim,
Englishtweeds,and pince-nez that emphasisedhis quizzical,
slightlysnobbishair. He exudedthe unmistakableaura of the
conservative
Englishgentleman.(Ackroyd1986:49)
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Sadler had assistants and part-time instructors to share his teaching load.
According to Ackroyd, however, Sadler in his own words `found them
more nuisance than they were worth' and took on most of the teaching
himself. On the days he attended the university, Sadler taught from four
to nine in the afternoon, beginning with Oriental History, followed by
elementary, first, second and third year Japanese. The history courses
alternated between Chinese and Japanese history. The reason why Sadler
had decided to teach from late afternoon through to the evening, seems to
be his effort to accommodate those adult students who were working
during the day. Ackroyd describes her fellow students in the Japanese class
of the time,

.... what are calledtoday maturestudents:...businessmen,
school
teachers,missionaries,a radio-announcer,a churchman(later
an Archbishop),a fortunateyoung man of independentmeans
who becamean academic,practicingjournalists, housewives
hookedon the Far East. Weall revelledin what werecognised
was an unusually valuable learning experience.(Ackroyd
1986:50)
Sadlerhad a suite of rooms at the University,which consistedof a study,
lecture room and anteroom. Ackroyd remembers that in one of those
rooms, Sadlerhad a very large glass-case,in which he houseda handsome
set of samuraiarmour, completewith fearsomelooking facemask,from his
personalcollection.Of the wide spectrum of knowledgehe had of Japan,
his particular interest was in architecture. In the preface to one of his
books,A ShortHistoryofJapaneseArchitecture,Sadlerhimselfwrites:
It wasprobablyan attractionto Japanesebuildingsandgardens,
... that decidedme to go to Japan rather than to the Near East,
whichwasthen the moreobviousregionfor research.And these
housesand gardens were certainly no disappointment,but a
source of continual pleasure all the time I stayed there - a
diversionI regretI have missedsinceleavingJapan ... (Sadler
1941)
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The book also contains a number of very elegant sketches of Japanese
architecture done by Sadler's own hands. Temples and pagodas, as well as
ordinary dwellings lining the streets of the day, were beautifully captured.
The captions accompanying them eloquently describe Sadler's own
interpretation, such as `Arenaissance cupola added to a hot spring bathing
hotel'. Sadler's interest in architecture remained unabated, even after
moving to the University of Sydney. In addition to his commitment in the
Department of Oriental Studies, Sadler taught in the Architecture
Department between 1938 to 1947. He lectured on the History of
Oriental Art and Architecture in the Introductory History of Architecture,
which was given to all architecture students.

Sadlerin his lifetimepublishedsixteen books,including translationsfrom
the Japanese.His major publicationsinclude:
TheMaker of ModernJapan: The Life of TokugawaIeyasu,George
Allenand Unwin, London & Sydney,1937
A ShortHistoryofJapaneseArchitecture,
Angus& Robertson,Sydney
& London, 1941
A ShortHistoryofJapan, Angus & Robertson,Sydney,1946, 2nd
edition in 1962
His major translationworksinclude:
TheHeikeMonogatari,AsiaticSocietyof Japan,Tokyo, 1918-21
Okakura Kakuzo, The Bookof Tea:A Japanese Harmony of Art,
Cultureand the SimpleLife,Angus& Robertson,Sydney,1932
Other publications by Sadler include: The art offlower arrangementin
Japan, 1933, Cha-noyu: the Japanesetea ceremony,1934, JapanesePlays:
Noh-Kyogen-Kabuki
(translation), 1934, and The naval campaignin the
Koreanwar ofHideyoshi(1592-1598),1937.
Sadler retired in 1948 and was made professor emeritus by the University
of Sydney. He returned to England and lived in various places, including
Oxford,

and died in 1970 in Great Bardfield
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During this period Sadler was perhaps the only Japan scholar of distinction
in Australia. Sadler's sphere of influence, however, was small. He never
played any significant role in advising Australia's government or military
leaders, as Murdoch had attempted to do. Dissemination of his knowledge
was confined to his students and to the privileged few who had interest in
and access to his publications. And yet, the distinct marks Sadler left
behind are still visible today. Sadler's contributions can be seen in three
areas, those he made as a scholar, an educator and a mentor for the next
generation of Japan specialists.
Sadler as a scholar seems to present a model picture of an 'Japanologist'
when one refers to the classification made by today's scholars such as
Neustupny and Sonoda (Neustupny 1989; Sonoda 1994). Sadler was
described by Ackroyd as `a universal scholar of the pre-specialist era'
(Ackroyd 1986:52). He was not a specialist in today's terminology, but a
scholar with erudition in a wide spectrum of fields, including Japanese
history, classical and modern literature, art, philology, archaeology and
antiquities. Ackroyd further described Sadler as `a scholarly connoisseur',
and one of `the early giants, who long before the Pacific War confronted
the vast and daunting terra incognita of Japanese studies'.

...unlike today'sspecialisedscholarswho are piling assiduously
sourcedscrapon painfullyacquiredscrap,he (Sadler)absorbed
immensequantities of information by extensivereading of
originaltexts,and from the depthand breadthofhis thoroughly
internalised knowledgehe wrotefascinatingly on Chinese
strategy,Japanesearchitecture,the tea ceremony,Shintoritual,
feudal magnates,the EmperorMeiji, and scoresof othertopics,
and translatedmedievalJapanesewar-talesand diaries,Noh
plays, Confucian texts, modern short stories,and much else.
(ibid.:52)
Sadler's scholarly outlook seems to indicate a significant figure in Australia
who represented the Japanology of that period. In this context, it seems
more appropriate to name Sadler, rather than Murdoch, as the one who
first laid the foundation of the academic discipline of the study of Japan in
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Australia. The influence of Japanology continued in Australian universities
well into the 1950s and 1960s. According to Neustupny, the tradition of
Japanology still remained at the University of Sydney, where Sadler first
laid its foundation, in the 1980s (Neustupny 1989:85).
Another contribution of Sadler was the establishment of Japanese
curriculum for undergraduate students. Sadler's curriculum was built on
the balance of language learning and the acquisition of a broad based
knowledge of Japan, such as history, literature and other aspects of
Japanese culture. This model became the standard for other Australian
universities, which subsequently introduced the study of Japan as a
discipline.
Another legacy left by Sadler were those whom he had taught. The most
prominent of his students, in view of the later development of Japanese
education in Australia, was Joyce Ackroyd. She taught at the Australian
National University (ANU) when Japanese was introduced in 1962. In
1965, she became the founder of the Japanese Language and Literature
Department of the University of Queensland, which remains today one of
the most prominent Japanese studies centres in Australia.
After Sadler's retirement, the Chair of Oriental Studies at the University of
Sydney was not to be filled by a Japanese specialist for over three decades,"
until the 1980s when the Chair of Japanese was created. Indeed the
teaching of Japanese was even suspended for seven years from 1952 until
re-introduced by Professor A. R. Davis in 1959. Despite these troubled
years, the foundation of the discipline laid by Sadler survived. The
University of Sydney today still commands respect for having the oldest
Japanese discipline in the country.
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At the Royal Military College Duntroon, after the untimely death of
Murdoch in 1921, Okada nominally carried on Japanese teaching. At the
end of the same academic year, however, Okada left and no full-time
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